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Abstract—This paper presents a systematic analysis method
(a)
(b)
for N -path mixers and filters, consisting of periodically switched
C1
RC-networks of arbitrary order. It is assumed that each capacitor
periodically exchanges charge with the rest of the network during
the on-phase of the switching clock, then samples its charge, δ(t)
δ(t)
Memoryless
and holds it perfectly until the next on-phase. This assumption
+
+
h
(t)
Resistive
lp
−
−
allows for using the adjoint network for simplified analysis of the
Network
harmonic transfer functions that describe the signal transfer and
folding. Moreover, harmonic transfer cancellations due to the N Co
path implementation with N equal capacitors switched by N nonC
m
overlapping clocks is systematically analyzed. The method is applied
to a recently published N -path filter-mixer combination and verified
(c)
|Hlp |
|Hbp |
by simulations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

fb

The development of integrated, widely tunable, narrowband, linear, low-noise bandpass filters has been the holy-grail
of radio-frequency engineering. As the dynamic range of radios
is high, linear filtering is crucial; this is the reason to use only
passive components, i.e., mostly R-C circuits (with possibly a
few inductors at RF, where they can have reasonable size and
quality factor). The traditional approach to bandpass filter design
has been to transform a prototype lowpass network using a
frequency transformation [1]. The basic idea behind this approach
is illustrated using Fig. 1. Part (a) of the figure shows a lowpass
passive RC network where the capacitors (the memory elements)
are shown explicitly. The impulse response and 3-dB bandwidth
of the lowpass filter are denoted by hlp (t) and fb respectively.
The memoryless part of the network is assumed to consist only
of resistors. To realize a bandpass transfer function with a center
frequency fs and RF bandwidth fb , where fs ≫ fb , appropriately
chosen inductors are placed in parallel with each of the capacitors,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). It can be shown (see for instance, [1]) that
the inductance values needed are given by
Lm =

1
4π 2 fs2 Cm

=

1
ωs2 Cm

.

(1)

All the parallel LC tanks in Fig. 1(b) resonate at fs .
Representative frequency responses of the lowpass and bandpass
networks are shown in Fig. 1(c). Note that the baseband bandwidth and the RF bandwidth are the same if fs ≫ fb . If fs is
very high, the values of the inductors are small enough that they
can be implemented on an integrated circuit. However, apart from
being bulky, inductors are lossy, introduce parasitics, and are not
tunable.
Another form of the lowpass-to-bandpass transformation
becomes possible if we allow the network to become periodically
time varying. A passive RC implementation with periodic switching allows for narrow bandwidth, high linearity and low noise.
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Fig. 1. (a) An RC lowpass network with impulse response hlp (t). (b) Converting
it into a bandpass network using the lowpass-to-bandpass transformation. (c)
Example magnitude responses of the lowpass and bandpass filters.

As the switching frequency becomes the filter center-frequency, a
digitally programmable second-order filter suitable for software
defined radio results. This is the approach underlying N -path
filters, which have been the subject of intense recent work [2]–
[16]. Many of these prior works have analyzed N -path filters in
the frequency domain [6]–[8], [17]. The key conclusion is that
an N -path bank of switched capacitors behaves like a tuned LC
network in the vicinity of the switching frequency. [10] uses this
intuition to describe high-order N -path filters. This approach,
while being useful, does not predict frequency translation effects
from integer multiples of the center frequency.
One of the triggers of this work is the wish to analyze
the circuit in [18], which combines N -path filtering and N -path
mixing using a second-order switch-RC network. The aim of
this work, therefore, is to address high-order switch-RC kernels
of arbitrary complexity, where multiple capacitors interact. A
systematic approach is necessary to address this complexity.
Rather than work in the frequency domain like in prior work (see
for instance [2], [10], [13], [15]), we use a time-domain approach
that exploits the ideas of reciprocity and the adjoint network,
extending and generalizing the work in [16]. A state-space
formulation in conjunction with the adjoint-network technique
yields the harmonic transfer functions of the system. We are
thus able to not only determine the desired transfer function
but also the effects of folding from out-of-band frequencies. The
expressions we derive are immediately relatable to those derived
in the first-order case [2], [13], [16]. The analysis forms the
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subject of the rest of the paper, which is organized as follows.
In Section II, we first summarize some important properties of
sampled LPTV networks central to our work. We then present a
first-principles development of an LPTV-network approach to the
lowpass-to-bandpass transformation. The passive-mixer and N path filter modes of operation are discussed. Section III presents
a generalized analysis of high-order switch-RC N -path circuits,
based on the adjoint approach. The general analysis of such highorder networks using prior methods [2], [13], [19], [20] is bound
to be algebraically involved. We leverage our recent work on the
unified analysis of the first-order switched-RC network [16] along
with state-space methods. Thanks to this, the results we obtain
are in the same simple form obtained for the first-order switchedRC network. In Section IV, we give the signal-flow graph for the
complete output waveforms in switch-RC N -path networks, and
simplified graphs for operation in the passive-mixer and N -path
filter modes. Section V applies the theory developed in this paper
to a recently reported 4-path mixer-first receiver [18]. We show
that the network can be derived from a prototype second-order
lowpass RC filter. We then apply our theory to derive expressions
for the mixer’s conversion gain. Conclusions are given in Section
VI.
II. E VOLUTION OF S WITCHED -RC N -PATH F ILTERS
Fig. 2(a) shows an LPTV network. The switch is periodically
operated at a frequency fs . Determining the complete output vo (t)
for an arbitrary input is difficult, since the evaluation of tedious
convolution integrals is involved (even for this simple circuit).
Suppose, however, that we are only interested in determining one
sample of the output per period; namely vo (lTs ) (l is an integer).
Determining the complete output first and then sampling it is
inefficient, as we first solve tedious integral equations to find the
full waveform and then throw away most of that information. It
seems reasonable that a simpler technique can be found. This is
where the properties of sampled LPTV networks [21] come in
handy. We summarize them below, using the network of Fig. 2(a)
as an example.
The switched-RC network of Fig. 2(a) is an LPTV network
varying at a frequency fs and is excited by a voltage input vi (t).
The output is the capacitor voltage vo (t).
a. The sampled sequence vo (lTs ) can be thought of as being
obtained by sampling the output of an appropriately chosen
linear time-invariant (LTI) system excited by vi (t). The LTI
filter’s impulse response is denoted by heq (t).
b. heq (t) can be determined using the adjoint network, as
elaborated below.
The adjoint network is derived using the following rules.
1. A resistive or capacitive branch in the original network
remains unchanged in the adjoint.
2. A periodically operated switch in the original network,
controlled by a waveform ϕ(t), is replaced in the adjoint
by a switch that is controlled by ϕ(−t).
The adjoint of the network of Fig. 2(a) is shown in part (b) of
the figure. To find heq (t), a current impulse excites the output
node of the adjoint network, and the current iout (t) = heq (t) in
the input branch is recorded.
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Fig. 2. (a) Original network. The output vo (t) sampled at t = lTs , where l is
an integer, is of interest. (b) Determining the impulse response of the equivalent
LTI filter using the adjoint network. (c) iout (t) = heq (t) waveform.

Why is the adjoint-network technique simple to use? In
this method, we excite the network at the output only once (as
opposed to a sinusoidal excitation on the original network as
in prior work that uses frequency-domain analysis [2], [13]),
at a moment that corresponds to the sampling instant (after the
time-reversal action). In Fig. 2(b), this corresponds to injecting
a current impulse across C at t = 0 (since the output is being
sampled at lTs ). The resulting current during the first time period
(0 ≤ t < Ts ), which we denote by p(t), provides all the necessary
information that we are after. This is due to the following.
The adjoint network, being periodically time-varying, essentially
responds in the same way in subsequent time-periods, except for
a difference in its initial conditions. Referring to Fig. 2(b) and
(c), iout , which is initially 1/RC, decays with a time-constant
RC for a duration τ , and is zero for the rest of the period. At
t = Ts +, the capacitor voltage is β = exp(−τ /RC) times the
voltage at t = 0+. It must thus follow that iout in the second
period must be βp(t − Ts ). It is thus possible to determine heq (t)
from the adjoint network using recursion [16], [22]. In Fig. 2(b),
it is seen that iout (t) = heq (t) is given by the recursive relation
heq (t) = p(t) + βheq (t − Ts ),

(2)

which in the frequency domain is expressed as
Heq (f ) =

P (f )
.
1 − βe−j2πf Ts

(3)

From the discussion above, we see that the adjoint impulseresponse technique enables us to determine the sampled output
of the LPTV system in a simple manner. Fortunately, in the
class of circuits analyzed in this paper (which also happen to
be of practical importance), the sampled outputs play a central
role in determining the various transfer functions of interest. As
seen in the rest of the paper, the use of the adjoint network
also greatly simplifies the analysis of high-order switched-RC
networks. State-space techniques are used to derive compact
relations for various transfer functions. These relations are im-
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mediately relatable to those obtained in [2], [13], [16] in the
first-order example of Fig. 2(a).
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In practice, hlp (t) “lasts” for many clock periods, since the
bandwidth of the lowpass transfer function is much smaller than
fs . Thus, from the discussion above, and Figs. 3(b) and (d),
it is apparent that the envelop of hbp (t) is approximately a
time-stretched version of hlp (t), as shown in Fig. 4(a)1 . Such
filters have also been studied as “stop-go” N -path filters in the
literature [20], [23], [24]. However, those approaches either use
multidimensional time or frequency domain methods.
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Fig. 3. (a) The lowpass network of Fig. 1(a) excited by an impulse current at its
output port. (b) The current in the input port. (c) A switch, controlled by ϕ̂1 , is
inserted in series with every capacitor, resulting in an LPTV system. (d) Impulse
response of the equivalent LTI filter relating the input to the sampled output of
the adjoint of the LPTV network.

Consider again our high-order RC lowpass network of
Fig. 1(a), with an impulse response hlp (t). By reciprocity, the
same impulse response is obtained at the input port by exciting
the output port with an impulse current, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
An example impulse response hlp (t) is shown in part (b) of the
figure. Let us now examine the network of Fig. 3(c), which is
the same as that of Fig. 3(a), except that every capacitor has in
series with it a periodically operated switch, controlled by the
waveform ϕ̂1 . The resulting network is now an LPTV one. δ(t)
is injected into the output port. The resulting current waveform
in the input port is denoted by hbp (t). One might wonder how is
hbp (t) related to hlp (t).
For 0 ≤ t < τ , the switches are closed; in this interval,
therefore, hbp (t) = hlp (t). At t = τ , the switches are opened.
Since all the sources of charge are now isolated from the resistive
network, the currents in all the network branches are zero. Thus,
hbp (t) = 0 for τ ≤ t < Ts . Further, all capacitor voltages are
“frozen” due to the hold operation until the switches turn on again
at t = Ts . At this juncture, the network resumes from “where it
left off”; so hbp (Ts ) = hlp (τ ), as shown in Fig. 3(b). In the time
interval Ts ≤ t < Ts + τ , hbp (t) = hlp (τ + (t − Ts )). In general,
it is easy to see that
{
hlp (lτ + t1 ), for 0 ≤ t1 < τ
hbp (lTs + t1 ) =
0, for τ ≤ t1 < Ts
where l is an integer. Moreover, since the capacitors hold their
state when the switches are off, it follows that
hbp (lTs +) = hlp (lτ ).

(4)
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Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of hlp (t), hlp (t/N ) and hbp (t). (b) Example magnitude
responses |Hlp (f )| and |Hbp (f )|. (c) Network of Fig. 3(c), with the locations
of the excitation and response interchanged.

hbp (t) may be interpreted as the product of a rectangular
pulse train ŵ(t) with period Ts and duty cycle τ /Ts , and
hlp (t/N ). We have
hbp (t) ≈ hlp (t/N ) · ŵ(t)
where

{
1, for lTs ≤ t < lTs + τ
ŵ(t) =
0, otherwise

(5)

(6)

Since multiplication by ŵ(t) in the time domain corresponds to
convolution in the frequency domain, we have
Hbp (f ) ≈ N

∞
∑

ak Hlp ((f − kfs )N )

(7)

k=−∞

where the ak are the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of ŵ(t).
As (7) shows, Hbp (f ) is related to Hlp (f ) as follows:
1 The astute reader would have noticed the significant deviation between the
envelop of hbp (t) and hlp (t/N ) for small t. This is because the ratio of the
bandwidth of the lowpass network to fs is not very small in Fig. 4 (for clarity).
In practice, hlp (t) will be much slower, greatly reducing the difference between
the two.
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a. Hlp is frequency shifted to around multiples of kfs .
b. The “offset frequency” (f − kfs ) is scaled by a factor 1/N .
As shown in Fig. 4(b), Hbp (f ) has passbands at multiples of
fs . The shape of each passband mimics that of the lowpass
prototype whose frequency response has been frequency-scaled
by 1/N . Although this is some form of lowpass to bandpass
conversion, note that the RF bandwidth is not equal to the
baseband bandwidth, but is scaled by a factor 1/N . This makes
intuitive sense – since the capacitors are “in contact” with the
resistors with a duty-cycle of 1/N , they will take N -times more
time to be discharged.
Consider now the network of Fig. 4(c), which is the same
as the network of Fig. 3(c), except that the control signals of the
switches are time-reversed, and the locations of the excitation and
response interchanged. The reader will immediately recognize
that the networks of Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 3(c) are adjoints of each
other. From the properties of sampled LPTV networks and the
adjoint discussed earlier in this section, it must follow that the
impulse response of the equivalent LTI filter relating the input
voltage vi in Fig. 4(c) to the sampled output (vo [lTs ]) is given by
hbp (t) of Fig. 3(d), which in the frequency domain corresponds
to a response that has multiple passbands as shown in Fig. 4(d).
There are several possibilities of “tapping” the output voltage, as
described below.

A. Passive-Mixer Mode:
ϕ1 C2
(a)

τ
ϕ1
+
vo
Co -

Network of
Fig. 3(c)

vo [lTs ]

ϕ1 Cm
(b)
vi

∑

Hk (f ) = Hbp (f ) sinc((f + kfs )Ts )

(9)

l

vo (t)

ZOH
δ(t − lTs )

τ

l

ϕ1
ϕ2

ϕ1

vi

(8)

vo (t) is the ZOH version of vo [lTs ]. Hk (f ) is thus seen to be

vo [lTs ]δ(t − lTs )

hbp (t)
∑

(c)

vo [lTs ] = Hbp (f )ej2πf lTs .

(l + 1)Ts

lTs

In this mode of operation, the entire voltage waveform across
the capacitor Co in Fig. 4(c) is of interest. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
vo [lTs ], which is the voltage sampled on Co at the falling edge
of ϕ1 in the lth clock cycle, is held for a duration (Ts − τ ) (from
lTs ≤ t < (l+1)Ts −τ ), since Co is effectively disconnected from
the network. When ϕ1 goes high again at t = (l + 1)Ts − τ , Co
(dis)charges slowly, since the time-constants are much larger than
Ts . Thus, the continuous-time waveform vo (t) can be thought of
as being the zero-order-hold (ZOH) version of vo [lTs ].
The approximate block diagram relating vi (t) to vo (t) is
shown in Fig. 5(b). The RF input is first filtered by a continuoustime bandpass filter with impulse response hbp (t), and sampled
by multiplying with a periodic Dirac impulse train. The resulting
modulated impulse train excites a ZOH that holds for a complete clock period. Since the ZOH is a lowpass operation with
transmission zeros at multiples of fs , the output vo (t) can be
thought of∑as being a lowpass filtered version of the impulse
sequence l v[lTs ]δ(t−lTs ). Thus, the circuit of Fig. 4(c) can be
thought of as a receiver with down-conversion mixing. The names
“mixing region” [2] and “passive-mixer” mode [13] are thus
justified. The passband-locations of the RF bandpass filter are
accurately set by the clock frequency, and are easily tunable. The
shape of the passband is determined by the frequency response
of the lowpass prototype. This way, precise control of the center
frequency and independent control of the bandwidth and shape
are obtained. Unfortunately, however, the bandpass filter has
passbands around all integer multiples of fs , while the desired
input signal is centered around fs . This can be problematic, as
described below.
The k th harmonic transfer function of this system of
Fig. 5(a), which quantifies the gain from an input frequency f
to an output frequency (f + kfs ) can be calculated as follows.
When vi = ej2πf t , the sampled output sequence is given by

Network of
Fig. 3(c)
..
.
ϕN
Network of
Fig. 3(c)

vo,1

1
N

ϕN
0

Ts

1 − j2π(k−1)
N
Ne

···

vo,N
−1)
1 − j2π(N
N
Ne

vo (t)

Fig. 5.
(a) Output of interest in the passive-mixer mode. (b) Approximate
equivalent circuit. (b) Using N paths to address folding from harmonics of fs .
(N = 4 in this example).

where
sinc
refers
to
the
normalized
function
sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx). Let vi (t) consist of a desired
tone at fs with amplitude A1 and an interfering tone at 2fs
with amplitude A2 . The output of the passive mixer will be
A1 H−1 (fs ) + A2 H−2 (2fs ) = A1 Hbp (fs ) + A2 Hbp (2fs ). Since
the bandpass filter has passbands around integer multiples
of fs , |Hbp (fs )| and |Hbp (2fs )| are comparable, indicating
that interferers from 2fs are demodulated to baseband with
very little attenuation. Reasoning in a similar manner, we
conclude that unwanted signals around integer multiples of fs
are downconverted to low frequency. This can be avoided by
using N -path techniques, as described below.
Consider the system of Fig. 5(c), where vi excites N
instances of the network of Fig. 4(c), except that the switches
are controlled by clocks ϕ1 , ϕ2 , · · · , ϕN , each advanced in time
by τ = Ts /N with respect to the other. The harmonic transfer
functions when the switches are controlled by ϕ1 are denoted by
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Hk . Thus, in Fig. 5(c), with vi (t) = ej2πf t ,
∑
vo,1 (t) =
Hk (f )ej2π(f +kfs )t .

ϕ1 C2
(a)

τ

(10)

k

When the timing control signal is advanced by τ = Ts /N , the
harmonic transfer functions are Hk ej2πk/N . Referring to Fig. 5(c)
we have
∑ j2π
vo,2 (t) =
e N k Hk (f )ej2π(f +kfs )t

ϕ1 Cm

vi

of vo,1 , · · · , vo,N by the complex
j2π(N −1)
j2π
1/N, (1/N )e− N , · · · , (1/N )e− N
complex
baseband
signal

|Hk (f )| =

1
Hbp (f )sinc
N

(

(f + kfs )Ts
N

)
.

(13)

From the equation above, and recalling that Hbp (f ) has passbands
around integer multiples of fs , we see that spurious inputs around

vo (t) · ϕ1
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Analysis of Fig. 6(b) shows that

ZOH
τ

hbp (t)

ϕ1

An alternative way of operation is the N -path filter mode,
whose basic idea is described using Fig. 6. Part (a) of the
figure shows the network of Fig. 4(c). The voltage across Co ,
namely vo (t), is conceptually multiplied by the clock waveform
ϕ1 , yielding an output voltage vo (t) · ϕ1 , that is nonzero only
when (l + 1)Ts − τ ≤ t < (l + 1)Ts . As in the passive-mixer
case, the voltage held on the capacitor at the falling edge of
ϕ1 plays a key role in the output waveform. Since network timeconstants are much larger than Ts , the output during the lth clock
cycle can be (approximately) thought of as holding vo (lTs ) for a
duration τ and delaying the result by (Ts − τ ). The approximate
model relating vi (t) to vo (t) · ϕ1 is thus given by Fig. 6(b).
When vi (t) = ej2πf t , vo (t) · ϕ1 consists of components whose
frequencies are of the form f + kfs (due to LPTV operation).
∑
vo (t) =
Hk (f )ej2π(f +kfs )t .
(12)

vo [lTs ]δ(t − lTs )

l

l

vi +
−

B. N -path Filter Mode:

∑

∑

)
j2π(N −1)
j2π
1 (
vo (t) =
vo,1 (t) + e− N vo,2 (t) + · · · + e− N vo,N (t)
N
= · · · + H−1 (f )ej2π(f −fs )t + H−(N +1) (f )ej2π(f −(N +1)fs )t + · · ·

From the equation above, we see that weighted addition of the
outputs of N paths eliminates downconversion from frequencies
of the form f + 2fs , f + 3fs , · · · , f + N fs etc. Even though the
system of Fig. 5(c) is LPTV with a frequency fs , many of the
harmonic transfer functions from vi to vo (t) are zero since the
contributions from the N paths cancel. Thus, Fig. 5(c) represents
a downconversion mixer that has a bandpass filter up-front, whose
passbands are centered around fs , (N + 1)fs , · · · , (2N + 1)fs
etc. (as opposed to fs , 2fs , 3fs , · · · etc. for the system of
Fig. 5(a)). Thanks to N -path operation, a simple passive filter
that rejects interferers around (N + 1)fs is all that is needed to
prevent spurious tones from being downconverted to baseband.

(l + 1)Ts

vo (t) · ϕ1

(b)

(11)

k

Weighted addition
coefficients
yields
the

vo [lTs ]

lTs

k

..
.
. = ..
∑ j2π
vo,n (t) =
e N (n−1)k Hk (f )ej2π(f +kfs )t .

ϕ1
+
vo
Co -

Network of
Fig. 3(c)

Memoryless
Resistive
Network

Ts

+
vo
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...

Cm
ϕ1
ϕN
Fig. 6. (a) The relevant output for the N -path filter mode is vo (t) · ϕ1 . (b)
Approximate equivalent signal-flow diagram. (c) Operating N switched circuits
with phase-shifted clocks to obtain N -path filtering. Adding vo,1 , · · · , vo,N
results in harmonic rejection. (d) Equivalent realization of the N instances of
the lowpass prototype in Figs. 5(c) and part (c) of this figure.

kfs could get translated to fs at the filter output. As in the
passive-mixer mode, this can be largely addressed using an N path structure, as shown in Fig. 6(c). N copies of the networks
of the type in Fig. 4(c) are operated with phase-shifted clocks
ϕ1 , · · · , ϕN and their their outputs are multiplied by ϕ1 , · · · , ϕN
respectively. The outputs are then added to yield vo (t). Analysis
of Fig. 6(c) indicates that only harmonic transfer functions whose
order is an integer multiple of N are non-zero; those of other
orders are canceled due to N -path operation. Thus, a gentle
filter can be used upfront to eliminate spurious tones that would
otherwise alias on to the desired frequency f . Thus, the N -
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path structure of Fig. 6(c) represents a tunable narrow-band filter
without the use of inductors.
Observing Figs. 5(c) and 6(c), we see that both systems
are essentially N copies of the switched lowpass prototype; and
appropriately-weighted addition of the voltages across Co yield
the final output. Referring to the network of Fig. 4(c), we see
that the resistive part is essentially idle when the switches are
off. Since ϕ1 , · · · , ϕN do not overlap, the resistive network can
be shared by the N copies [23] – the result is shown in Fig. 6(d).
III. G ENERALIZED A NALYSIS OF N -PATH C IRCUITS
In the previous section, we gave an intuitive development
of switched-RC N -path circuits. While the intuition is important,
it is just as crucial to develop a systematic method of analysis.
This is addressed below, and the sections to follow.
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Fig. 7. The switched 4-path example, based on a second order prototype kernel.

We will develop our analysis using a 4-path switched network shown in Fig. 7. The choice of this example circuit does not
lead to any loss of generality – while it is sufficiently simple to
explain the steps of our analysis, it is not so simple as to be trivial.
Observing Fig. 7, we see that while the individual capacitors
within each bank (C1 and C2 ) do not interact, that particular
set of capacitors in the banks C1 and C2 switched on during
the same phase are coupled through R1 . Thus, the switched N path network can be analyzed using the “independent-kernel”
approach.
(b)

(a)
R2

lTs

R1

vi

ϕ1

C2
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vo2
C1
-

ϕ1

heq1 (t)

vo1 (lTs )

+ vi
vo1
-

heq2 (t)

vo2 (lTs )

τ
ϕ1
0

Ts

Fig. 8. The kernel corresponding to the network of Fig. 7. (b) Equivalent system
relating the input to the sampled outputs.

Fig. 8 shows the kernel corresponding to the network of
Fig. 7. Once the kernel’s harmonic transfer functions have been

evaluated, rotational symmetry can be used to determine the
corresponding transfer functions for the N -path structures (mixer
and filter). The voltage waveforms across C1 and C2 are denoted
by vo1 (t) and vo2 (t) respectively. We denote by vo (t) the column
vector of capacitor voltages, as shown below.
[
]
vo1 (t)
vo (t) =
.
(14)
vo2 (t)
For a general kernel with m states, vo (t) will be an mdimensional vector. We are interested in determining vo (t), which
can be separated into two parts; voff (t) which occurs when
the switches are off, and von (t), when the switches are turned
on. When the switches are off, the capacitors simply hold their
states. To determine voff (t), therefore, we would like to know
the voltages sampled on the capacitors at the falling edges of the
clock waveform (i.e., at vo (lTs )).
The kernel is an LPTV network varying at a frequency fs .
We are interested in determining vo (lTs ), which contains all
capacitor voltages sampled at the same frequency at which the
network is varying. From [21], we know that vo (lTs ) can be
thought of as being the sampled outputs of linear time-invariant
(LTI) filters, driven by vi (t), as shown in Fig. 8(b). The vector
of impulse responses is denoted by heq (t). Thus,
[
]
heq1 (t)
heq (t) =
.
(15)
heq2 (t)
In the general case (with m state variables), heq (t) will be an
m-dimensional vector. [21] shows that heq (t), can be readily
obtained from the adjoint (or inter-reciprocal) network. The
adjoint network used to determine heq1 (t) is shown in Fig. 9(a).
Note that the switch-control signals in the original network are
reversed in time in the adjoint. The voltages in the original LPTV
network are sampled at zero timing-offset from lTs , meaning that
we are interested in vo (t) at (lTs +0). Thus, to determine heq1 (t),
the “output” port of the adjoint is excited by an impulsive current
at t = 0, and the current waveform through the input port is
recorded.
Referring to Fig. 9(c), the current impulse causes v1 (0+) =
1/C1 2 . v2 (0+), on the other hand is zero. For 0 < t < τ , C1
discharges through the rest of the network. During this process,
C2 gets charged, as shown in Fig. 9(d). iout (t) during this
interval, is given by (1/R2 )v2 (t). When the switches are opened
at t = τ , the charge on the capacitors is trapped; as a result, v1
and v2 do not change during the time-interval τ ≤ t < Ts . Thus,
during τ ≤ t < Ts , v1 (t) = v1 (τ −) and v2 (t) = v2 (τ −). Further,
since the switches are open, iout = heq1 (t) = 0. We denote iout
for 0 ≤ t < Ts by p1 (t), as shown in red in Fig. 9(b).
How are v1 (τ −) and v2 (τ −) related to v1 (0+) and v2 (0+)?
We denote the capacitor voltages v1 and v2 in the adjoint by
[
]
v (t)
v(t) = 1
.
(16)
v2 (t)
When the switches are closed, the network is linear and timeinvariant and can be described using the state-space form. With
2 Throughout this paper, t− and t+ denote the time instants just before and
just after t respectively. The 1/C1 actually has dimensions of voltage, since the
1 stands for 1 Coulomb.
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τ

determination of heq1 (t), we obtain
[
[
] AT τ C1
1
heq2 (t) = p2 (t) + 0 C2 e
0

(a)
R2

0

R1
ϕ̂1

iout (t) =
heq1 (t)
C2

Ts

Combining (19) and (20), we have
]
[ 1
]
[
0
0
ATτ C1
C
1
heq (t) = p(t) +
e
h (t − Ts ). (21)
0 C2 eq
0 C12
|
{z
}

ϕ̂1

+
v2
-

C1

+
v1
-

]
0
h (t − Ts ). (20)
C2 eq

0

eAτ

δ(t)

p1 (t)

(b)

It turns out, as shown in Appendix A, that the term atop the brace
in (21) reduces to eAτ . Thus,

1
(R1 +R2 )C1

heq (t) = p(t) + eAτ heq (t − Ts ).

iout (t) =
on
0

(c)

off
τ

on

t

off

Ts

(22)

Applying the Fourier transform to both sides of (22) yields

2Ts

Heq (f ) = (I − eAτ e−j2πf Ts )−1 P(f ).

1
C1

(23)

Note that the equation above is of the same form as (3).

v1 (t)
on
0

off
τ

on

t

off

Ts

2Ts

A. Determining p(t)

(d)
v2 (t)
on
0

off
τ

on
Ts

R2

t

off

Fig. 9. (a) The adjoint network corresponding to the kernel of Fig. 8. (b)
heq1 (t) = iout (t) (c) v1 (t) (d) v2 (t).

a zero input, the capacitor voltages evolve [25] according to
v̇ = Av, where A denotes the “A”-matrix of the state-space
representation. Thus,
v(τ −) = eAτ v(0+).

R1

2Ts

(17)

Since only one output is excited, only the corresponding row
of v(0+) contains a non-zero value. In our example, v(τ −) is
simply the first column of eAτ , scaled by 1/C1 .
At t = Ts +, the switches are closed again, and C1 and C2
continue to discharge, with initial conditions v1 (τ −) and v2 (τ −)
respectively. Note that heq1 (t) = iout (t) is the response to a
voltage (1/C1 ) on C1 at t = 0+, with v2 (0+) = 0. Similarly,
heq2 (t) is the response to a voltage (1/C2 ) on C2 at t = 0+, with
v1 (0+) = 0. After the first cycle, both capacitors contain charge,
and the response to capacitor voltages v1 (τ −) and v2 (τ −) at
1 (τ −)
2 (τ −)
t = Ts + is v1/C
heq1 (t − Ts ) + v1/C
heq2 (t − Ts ). This is a
1
2
consequence of linearity and the periodically time-varying nature
of the network. Thus, iout (t) = heq1 (t) can be expressed as
v2 (τ −)
v1 (τ −)
heq1 (t − Ts ) +
heq2 (t − Ts ).
1/C1
1/C2
(18)
Using (17) and v1 (0+) = 1/C1 , the equation above can be
written as
[
]
] AT τ C1 0
[ 1
heq1 (t) = p1 (t) + C1 0 e
h (t − Ts ). (19)
0 C2 eq
heq1 (t) = p1 (t) +

To determine heq2 (t), a current impulse should be injected
across C2 in the adjoint network of Fig. 9(a), and the resulting
iout has to be determined. Proceeding along lines similar to the

0

vi = δ(t)

+
−

+
p2 (t)
-

C2

C1

+
p1 (t)
-

0≤t<τ
Fig. 10. Network used to determine p(t) for the time interval 0 < t < τ using
reciprocity in the passive network when ϕ1 is high.

Earlier in this section, p1 (t) and p2 (t) were determined by
injecting current impulses into C1 and C2 respectively, when
the switches were on. This necessitated two evaluations of the
adjoint network of Fig. 9 in the time interval 0 ≤ t < τ , i.e.,
when the switches were closed. During this time interval, the
network is linear and time-invariant. This means that rather than
evaluating p1 (t) and p2 (t) separately, they can be obtained in
one shot invoking reciprocity [26]. As shown in Fig. 10, both the
components of p(t) can be found to be the voltage waveforms
across C1 and C2 respectively, in the time interval 0 ≤ t < τ ,
when the network is excited with a voltage impulse.
The capacitor voltages are related to vi as v̇ = Av + Bvi .
p(t) can be written as the difference between two decaying
exponentials as follows. For 0 ≤ t < τ , p(t) = eAt Bu(t),
where u(t) denotes the unit-step function. At t = τ , the capacitor
voltages will be eAτ Bu(t), and for t > τ , would evolve as
eA(t−τ ) eAτ Bu(t − τ ). p(t), therefore, can be expressed as
p(t) = eAt Bu(t) − eAτ eA(t−τ ) Bu(t − τ ).

(24)

In the frequency domain, this corresponds to
(
)
P(f ) = I − eAτ e−j2πf τ (j2πf I − A)−1 B.

(25)

Combining (23) and (25), we have the following expression
for Heq (f ).
Aτ −j2πf Ts −1

(I − e

e

)

(

Heq (f ) =
Aτ −j2πf τ

I−e

e

)

(26)
−1

(j2πf I − A)

B.
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It is instructive to observe the form taken by (26) for the special
case of the switched-RC N -path filter. In this case, the kernel
is a first-order system, with A = −1/RC, B = 1/RC, and
eAτ = e−τ /RC . Denoting e−τ /RC ≡ β, we obtain

vi

vl δ(t − lTs )

l

∑
l

∑
vl δ(t − lTs )
(Ts − τ )

I−eAτ e−j2πf τ

z
}|
{
1
1
−j2πf τ
Heq (f ) =
(1
−
βe
)
1 − βe−j2πf Ts
(1 + j2πf RC)
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
(I−eAτ e−j2πf Ts )−1

∑

heq (t)
δ(t − lTs )

l

voff (t)

ZOH
vl

τ
0

(Ts − τ )

(j2πf I−A)−1 B

delay

eAt u(t)

eAτ vl
a
⃝

(l + 1)Ts

which is identical to the results obtained in [2], [13], and [16].
Analytical

(a)

Ts
delay

Spectre

delay

eAτ

∑

τ

eAτ

vo (t)

0

eAt u(t)

|Heq1 (f )|

-20

-80

(b)

eAt Bu(t)

vi

-60

-100

b2
⃝

w(t)

-40

b
⃝

Fig. 12. Signal flow graph relating the input and the complete output of the
switched-RC kernel.
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4
Ts

0

vi

ZOH

heq (t)

-10

|Heq2 (f )|

b1
⃝

∑

vo (t)

δ(t − lTs )

l

-20

Fig. 13.

Simplified signal-flow graph in the passive-mixer mode.

-30
-40

A. Passive-Mixer Mode
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

f /fs
Fig. 11. Comparison of (26) and simulations of |Heq1 (f )| and |Heq2 (f )| for
R1 = 200Ω, R2 = 50Ω, C1 = 10 pF, C2 = 2.5 pF.

Fig. 11(a) and (b) compare |Heq1 (f )| and |Heq2 (f )| obtained using (26) with those from sampled PXF simulations in
Spectre, for the 4-path network of Fig. 7, with fs = 1 GHz,
R1 = 200Ω, R2 = 50Ω, C1 = 200 pF, C2 = 50 pF. Excellent
agreement is seen.
IV. C OMPLETE S IGNAL -F LOW G RAPH AND O PERATION IN
THE PASSIVE -M IXER AND N -PATH F ILTER M ODES
Fig. 12 shows the signal-flow graph of the capacitor waveforms of the kernel. It is a generalized version of that used
in [16], and results from reasoning as in Section 4 of [16].
The capacitor voltages can be expressed as the sum of two
waveforms: voff (t) that is non-zero when the switches are
open, i.e., the time intervals lTs ≤ t < (l + 1)Ts − τ , and von (t),
which is non-zero when the switches are closed, i.e., the intervals
a and ⃝
b
(l + 1)Ts − τ ≤ t < (l + 1)Ts . The sum of paths ⃝
yields von (t). w(t) is 1 when ϕ1 is high and 0 otherwise.
Fig. 12 immediately relatable to Fig. 7 of [16], where β, h(t)
and (1/RC)h(t) are replaced by eAτ , eAt u(t) and eAt Bu(t)
respectively. The signal-flow can be simplified for operation in
the passive-mixer and N -path filter modes, as discussed below.

In the passive-mixer (P-M) mode, fin ≈ fs + ∆f . Further,
the input frequency is much higher than the bandwidth of the
prototype filter. Under these circumstances, the output voltage of
Fig. 12 can then be simplified by recognizing the following. The
b is very small, since the input frequency is very
output of path ⃝
large in relation to the bandwidth of the filter. Further, eAt u(t)
is almost a unit-step function, since all time-constants are much
larger than Ts . As a result, eAt u(t) and the subsequent block
a can be approximated by a ZOH, with initial delay
in path ⃝
of (Ts − τ ) and width τ . Together with the ZOH that models
voff (t), vo (t) can be approximated as a single ZOH with width
Ts . Fig. 13 shows the simplified model of the kernel in the P-M
mode. Thus, as concluded in [13] and [16] for the simple RC
case, the performance in the P-M mode is dependent mostly on
the sampled capacitor voltages.
B. N -path Filter Mode:
An important application of the switched-RC network is its
use as an N -path filter. Our example of Fig. 7 (where N = 4) is
based on a second-order kernel. The switches are controlled by
non-overlapping clocks of width τ = Ts /N . In N -path operation,
the voltage waveforms at vx1 and vx2 are relevant. They depend
on von (t) of the kernel. Referring to Fig. 12, this is seen to be
a and ⃝.
b Further, notice that the contributions
the sum of paths ⃝
of the paths with gain eAτ cancel at the output. Thus, von (t) can
be simplified as shown in Fig. 14.
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∑

vl δ(t − lTs )

l

vi

eAt u(t)

heq (t)
∑
l

(Ts − τ )

δ(t − lTs )

∑

delay

w(t)

von (t)

Fig. 16 compares the analytically calculated H−4 for the
voltages across the capacitors, with those obtained from simulation. From the discussion above, we see that the sampled capacitor voltages play a crucial role in determining the downconversion
of signal from around multiples of N fs into the signal band.

eAt Bu(t)
Signal-flow graph for operation as an N -path filter.

The zeroth order harmonic transfer functions of the kernel
can be found from Fig. 14 by using vi (t) = ej2πf t , and
determining the components von (t) at the frequency f . The
corresponding transfer function H0 (f ) of the N -path filter is
N times that of the kernel. Analysis of the signal-flow graph of
Fig. 14 shows that
H0 (f ) =

Spectre

-20

N
(j2πf I − A)−1 Heq (f )(1 − e−j2πf (Ts −τ ) )
Ts
+(j2πf I − A)−1 B.
(27)

−

The expression above makes sense due to the following. The
input, after being filtered by Heq (f ), is sampled yielding a modulated impulse train. The frequency component of this at f , when
filtered by the time-invariant transfer function that comprises the
upper arm of the signal-flow graph of Fig. 14, and multiplied
by N yields the first term of H0 (f ). The lower arm, whose
zeroth order transfer function is (1/N )(j2πf I − A)−1 B, yields
the second term. As expected, (27) reduces to (18) in [16] when
a first-order RC lowpass prototype is used. Fig. 15 compares the
analytically calculated zeroth order HTFs for the voltages across
the capacitors, with those obtained from simulation. Excellent
agreement is seen.

|H−4 | (dB)

Fig. 14.

-10

|H−4,2 |

-30
-40

|H−4,1 |

-50

fo = fi − 4fs

-60
0.95

V. A NALYSIS OF AN N -PATH M IXER -F IRST R ECEIVER WITH
F OURTH -O RDER RF F ILTERING
ϕ3
ϕ1
ϕ1

C1

vi

Rs

|H0 (f )| (dB)

-20

R

ϕ1

R

ϕ1

ϕ1

−

vx
−vx

−vi

|H0,1 (f )|
|H0,2 (f )|
Spectre

-10

C2

R

+

Rs

0

1.05

1

fo /fs
Fig. 16. Analytical and simulated fourth order harmonic transfer functions in the
N -path filter mode, for the network of Fig. 7. R1 = 200Ω, R2 = 50Ω, C1 =
10 pF, C2 = 2.5 pF.

R

C1

C2

ϕ1

ϕ1

-30

Fig. 17.
[18].

-40

The in-phase portion of the 4-path mixer-first receiver of Lien et. al.

-50
-60

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

f /fs
Fig. 15. Analytical and simulated harmonic transfer functions H0,1 and H0,2 in
the N -path filter mode, for the network of Fig. 7. R1 = 200Ω, R2 = 50Ω, C1 =
10 pF, C2 = 2.5 pF.

Thanks to N -path operation, only the N th order HTFs (and
their multiples) are relevant. Since the width of w(t) is Ts /N ,
its N th order Fourier coefficients are all zero. Thus, the lower
path in Fig. 14 does not contribute to higher order HTFs. If vi
is ej2πfi t , the output at a frequency (fi + kN fs ) ≡ fo is given
by HkN (fi )ej2πfo t for k ̸= 0, where
HkN (fi ) = −

N
(j2πfo I − A)−1 Heq (fi )(1 − e−j2πfo (Ts −τ ) ).
Ts
(28)

One of the motivations for the generalized development in
this paper was the work in [18], which combines N -path filtering
and N -path mixing using a second-order switch-RC network. The
simplified schematic of the in-phase path of the receiver is shown
in Fig. 17. The OTA is assumed to be ideal. The intuition behind
the operation of this circuit is as follows. The switched C1 bank
behaves like a parallel LC tank – as a result, the voltage at node
vx has a bandpass response centered at fs . The roll-off of the
bandpass characteristic around fs is of first order.
vx is down-converted to a baseband current by the switched
resistor feeding into the virtual ground of the OTA. The switchedC2 path behaves like a notch filter centered at fs . The currents
in these paths are subtracted at the virtual ground of the OTA. A
better understanding of the operation of the filter can be gained by
analyzing the single-ended equivalent of the input circuit, shown
in Fig. 18(a). vx is bandpass filtered due to the switched-C1 .
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(b)

Inspection of Fig. 18(b) yields
[
]−1 [
C1 0
(Gs + 2G)
A=−
0 C2
−G

vx
Rs

i1

i2
C1
R

vi

ϕ1

ϕ1

R
C2

Rs
vi

ϕ1

+ C1
-

v1

R
R

+
-

v2

C2

iout = i1 − i2
Fig. 18. (a) Single-ended portion of the input circuit of Fig. 17. (b) The lowpass
prototype on which the N -path circuit is based.

i1 is the down-converted version of vx . It not only consists of
current due to the desired signal, but also that due to out-of-band
interferers, which have been (somewhat) attenuated by bandpass
filtering at vx . To attenuate out-of-band interference even more
before entering active amplifier stages (which are lot less linear),
another stage of passive N -path filtering is desirable. This is
possible by subtracting the current due to out-of-band components
by processing vx through a notch filter formed by R in series with
the switched-C2 path. i2 , therefore, consists predominantly of
current due to out-of-band interferers [18]. As a result, (i1 −i2 ) is
largely free of interferers, resulting in enhanced receiver linearity.
Thanks to subtracting the current through the notch filter, secondorder filtering around fs is obtained; one order of filtering due
to the switched C1 , and another order due to the subtraction of
the notch filter output.
The output of interest is (i1 −i2 ). From Fig. 18(a) and using
G = 1/R, we see that
i1 (t) = Gv1,on (t) ,

i2 (t) = G(v1,on (t) − v2,on (t))

which results in i1 (t) − i2 (t) = Gv2,on (t). Thus, subtracting
i2 from i1 is equivalent to sensing the voltage across C2 (and
multiplied by G) in the phase when the switches are on. If the
feedback resistor in the opamp (Fig. 17) is R = 1/G, the output
of the kernel is simply the “on=phase” voltage waveform across
C2 .
Perhaps an even simpler way of understanding the circuit
operation is to consider the lowpass prototype on which the N path filter is based, as shown in Fig. 18(b). Straightforward circuit
analysis shows that
V2 (s)
R/(R + Rs )
)
(
=
.
Vi (s)
s
s
+ s2 C1 C2 R2 RsR+R
1 + sR C2 + (C1 + C2 ) RsR+R
Since the prototype transfer function is a second-order lowpass
filter, it follows that the N -path filter of Fig. 18(a) will have
a fourth-order bandpass response centered around fs , with a
second-order roll-off around fs . Since the passive prototype
consists only of resistors and capacitors, its poles lie on the
negative-real axis. As a result, the transfer function can only
achieve a limited “sharpness”, and the same limitation applies
to the bandpass characteristic of the N -path structure.
Referring to Fig. 18(a), we are interested in determining
v2 when the switch is on, since (i1 (t) − i2 (t)) = Gv2,on (t).

]
[
]
−G
Gs /C1
,B =
.
G
0

Since we are interested in the operation of Fig. 17 as a downconversion mixer, the (-1)th harmonic transfer function needs to
be determined. Let vi = ej2πfi t : then, the output frequency of
interest is fo ≡ fi −fs . We use the signal-flow graph of Fig. 14 to
determine von . The analysis proceeds in much the same manner
as that used to derive (27). The desired HTF is given by
H−1 (fi ) =
1
Heq (fi ) (j2πfo I − A)−1 (e−j2πfo (Ts −τ ) − 1) +
Ts
( )
π
1
1
sinc
e−j N (j2πfo I − A)−1 B.
N
N
|
{z
}

(29)

Coefficient of e−j2πfs t
in the Fourier
expansion of w(t)

Note that the lower path in the signal-flow graph of Fig. 14 yields
the second term in the equation above.
-20

|H−1 (fi )| (dB)

(a)

Analysis
Spectre

-30
-40
-50
-60
0.8

0.85

0.9

0.95

1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

fi /fs
Fig. 19. Simulated and calculated downconversion gain of Lien’s circuit, with
N = 4, C1 = C2 = 50 pF, R = Rs = 50 Ω.

Fig. 19 compares the simulated and calculated downconversion gain of Lien’s circuit, with N = 4, C1 = C2 = 50 pF,
R = Rs = 50 Ω. Excellent agreement is seen.
Fig. 20 shows a log-log plot of |H−1 (fi )| plotted as a function of the output frequency fo . The frequency-scaled response
of the lowpass prototype is also shown for comparison. We see
that for “low” frequencies, the downconversion gain follows that
of the lowpass prototype. This makes sense, since the sampled
voltage on the capacitor dominates the direct contribution of the
input at low frequencies.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We developed a systematic analysis of switch-RC N -path
passive-mixers and filters. Our work is able to exactly predict
frequency conversion effects even in high-order filters. Our techniques also yield simple expressions, immediately relatable to
those encountered during the analysis of the first-order switchedRC network. This is possible thanks to the use of the adjoint
impulse response method, and the state-space formulation to
describe the prototype lowpass network. Simplified models for
operation in the passive-mixer and N -path filter modes are given.
Finally, we applied our theory to a recently reported mixer-first
receiver. Excellent agreement was seen with simulation.
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1
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Fig. 20. Log-log plot of |H−1 (fi )| plotted as a function of fo . The transfer
function of the frequency-scaled lowpass prototype is also shown for comparison.
N = 4, C1 = C2 = 50 pF, R = Rs = 50 Ω.

A PPENDIX
The MNA equations for the network can be written as
Cv̇ + Gv = Jvi

(30)

where C and G are the capacitance and conductance matrices.
J denotes the excitation matrix. C is a diagonal matrix, and as
the network does not contain controlled sources, G is symmetric.
The equation above can be recast in state-space form as
−1
v̇ = −C−1 G v + C
| {z J} vi
| {z }
A

(31)

B

In our second-order example (which is easily generalized),
[
]
[ 1
]
0
C1 0
C=
and C−1 = C1
.
(32)
0 C2
0 C12
Since G and C are symmetric, AT = −GC−1 . The term
T
T
C−1 eA τ C in (21) can be simplified by expanding eA τ in a
Taylor series as follows.
C−1 eA τ C
T

1
= C−1 (I − GC−1 τ + GC−1 GC−1 τ 2 − · · · )C
2
1 −1
−1
= I − C Gτ + C GC−1 Gτ 2 − · · ·
2
−1
= e−C Gτ = eAτ .
(33)
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